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ICONET Newsletter November 2020 
ICONET’s strategic goal is to establish a “cloud-based Physical Internet (PI) framework and platform”, 
which builds upon leading-edge technologies, in a pathway that integrates PI-driven capabilities, by 
means of an incremental and verifiable approach that exploits progress in digital and physical 
interconnectivity through open and public Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).  
 
The ICONET platform is being piloted in four industry-driven PI Living Labs, each focusing on a key PI 
Capability. The project only has 3 months until completion and case studies will be produced to show the 
full activity and results. 
 

 
 

PI Hub Centric Network (Living Lab 1) 
Here is a description of one of our Living Labs. Living 
Lab 1 aims to design, implement and validate some 
of the ICONET Physical Internet (PI) concepts in the 
complex transport landscape of the area of the Port 
of Antwerp under the supervision of the Antwerp 
Port Authority.  
The Port of Antwerp (PoA) is in the heart of a vital 
economic (transport) gateway for intercontinental 
flows, European hinterland traffic and regional/local 
traffic. It is the second largest port in Europe for 
international shipping traffic. This PI-Hub is made up 
of 26 PI nodes (terminals). In terms of connectivity 
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and data sharing, the Antwerp Port Authority ensures the digital transformation of the port by designing 
and creating ecosystems for a complex multi-stakeholder environment (terminal operators, 
rail/road/barge operators, shippers, freight forwarders, LSP).  
Regarding the railway system, PoA has a number of challenges that need to be taken into account in 
terms of sustainability, (land) planning, and business viability in a PI framing:  
 

1. The creation of a full-fledged virtualized environment of the current port infrastructure  
2. Increased visibility of rail assets using the port infrastructure required in developing PI shipping 

services for monitoring the circulation of the trains  
3. Improving the horizontal collaboration by the creation of PI network services  
4. Facilitating and optimising the handling of the PI-containers (pier 3 level) by developing robust PI 

optimisation services (loading/unloading of PI containers). 
 
This LL has focused on two ‘simplified’ scenarios: (1) the Intermodal Use Case (IUC) focusing on freight 
block trains in intermodal transport and (2) the Single Wagon Load Case (SWLC) concentrating on the 
shift of goods into conventional freight wagons. 
 

 
 
Current problems include lack of traceability, real-time PI visibility and predictability. The maritime and 
inland terminals (hubs) currently operate as ‘isolated islands’ and horizontal collaborative models in the 
railway sector are not yet structured and mature. In addition data sharing and communication messages 
are not effective enough in the railway business. 
 
The main objectives of this LL are:  

1. To have a better coordination of the port-centric network with connectivity infrastructures, 
accelerated towards the Physical Internet with the efficient use of IoT and implementation of 
information tools providing near real-time transparency/visibility to the logistics and 
transportation operations for all relevant stakeholders, and in particular those providing 
hinterland connections (rail, road, barge operators and forwarders), terminals and shipping lines, 
customs and other authorities.  

2. To boost modal shift to railway transportation through better capacity/slot management 
3. To improve tracking and tracing management, trans-shipment operations, collective load 

planning, transport management and information management with all railway stakeholders. 
 
This LL has been investigating the possibilities of optimizing rail traffic operations / planning / routing in a 
hub environment such as a seaport based upon the principles of PI. This involves a radical rupture with 
the way rail operations are organized today in which rail transport is often seen as a singular entity with 
its own planning procedures. A two-phase approach has been adopted to address the challenges related 
to rail and to the hub in general: (1) an initial phase with the testing and validation of the Rail Traffic 
System by the relevant stakeholders and (2) the set-up of a simulation environment to test new possible 
optimization strategies based on real use cases. The two steps would be organized and developed in 
parallel. 
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The following PI concepts have been analysed, tested and assessed: 
(1) PI Framework & Network: possible applicable business and governance models through the 

creation of a railway community platform (Rail Traffic System) and the integration of new 
ideas/concepts  

(2) PI simulation environment (routing and bundling capabilities) 
(3) PI optimisation models: local optimizer at PI-node (train optimizer) and global optimizer 

(bundling capabilities) 
(4) PI traceability models for assets (camera gates, sensors): installation of video gates on critical 

points of the infrastructure 
 

 
 

PI framework & network - Rail Traffic System 

ICONET has created a tool to simulate and optimise pre-defined business scenarios and provide the best 
possible solution minimizing costs and transit times, optimizing resource utilisation and maximizing 
customer value.  
The simulation model purpose is to create a PI network integrated with the port scenario and integrated 
with the ICONET PI services. ICONET’s routing and shipping services will be enhanced by consolidating 
existing intermodal services with available railway capacities within the PI network, and applying PI 
optimisation models.   
 
A full case study of this Living Lab will be available at the end of the project with the findings of the 
project. If you would like a copy please email carentomkins@elupeg.com 
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PI Networking, Routing, Shipping and 
Encapsulation Layer Algorithms and Services  

Performance of freight transportation is one of the crucial elements for the sustainability of logistics and 
supply chain. The costs for freight transportation can reach up to around 60% of the total logistics costs 
for shippers. The frequency of empty trips remains high and average truck fill-rate is low. Also freight 
transportation is responsible for nearly 15% of greenhouse gas emissions. This ratio has been increasing 
despite ambitious reduction targets. Improved transportation efficiency is therefore an important 
objective of the Physical Internet (PI) and it aims to reduce logistics costs by building on concepts from 
Digital Internet that enabled the development of global system of the data transport across 
heterogeneous networks exploiting standard datagrams and protocols.  
 

 
 
The Physical Internet (PI) promises to revolutionise how transport and logistics is practiced and to 
improve on critical variables such as cost, utilisation rates, and emissions through improved multi- modal 
integration and open accessibility to static and mobile infrastructure. The core constraints, objectives 
and business processes involved in planning, coordinating and executing the transport of goods from 
origin to destination remain largely unaltered in a PI approach. What changes under the PI is the 
standardisation and interoperability of transport, logistics systems and processes. For these features of 
the PI to materialise, several information and decision support systems as well as standardisation and 
integration services require to be introduced.  
ICONET has analysed the transport processes of shipping, encapsulation, networking and routing under 
the prism of PI. It is argued that the uniqueness of the PI arises due to the emphasis on certain aspects of 
transportation such as multiple parties, more route and warehouse/hub accessibility and multi-leg 
transport chains. Essentially, this leads to more opportunities for identifying efficiencies through more 
environmentally friendly routes, bundling, higher potential to reduce empty runs etc. 
PI may however increase some of the risks of transport, due for example to an increase in the number of 
‘touching points’ for cargo. The need for process coordination between unknown to each other parties, 
also places more emphasis on standardisation of the exchanged information. The GPICS data structure 
was considered as a starting point for developing a comprehensive data structure that enables the PI to 
make informed decisions on the utilisation of infrastructure, assets and decentralised capability. 
The Physical Internet (PI) has four core services; Shipping, Encapsulation, Routing and Networking. The 

services have been designed to align with the OLI/ NOLI (and ICONET) layers enabling a standardised 

approach to the PI implementation. The ontology of PI Links, Nodes and Services is extended as each 
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service is examined into further detail. The services are designed to account for different business types 

where various use cases arise. The sequence of communications of the PI Services design has been 

considered for each ICONET use case, aiming to enable the development of modular and robust services. 

The various applications contexts of the PI have also been taken into account, drawing on the 

adaptations of the four core services to the ICONET Living Lab requirements.  

Shipping specifies what has to be transported as well as the transportation process conditions and 

constraints. It is responsible for making appropriate adjustments to the shipping instructions to ensure 
compliance. It can be divided into: design; initialization; arrival at PI node; and real time update modules. 
The function of the first two modules is associated with the request of shipment through and the 
development of the PI Order. The arrival at PI node module handles the sequential hops of PI containers 
in their route to their destination, while the real time updates module, communications with the IoT 
platform and collects data to track the performance of the PI shipment against its contractual 
obligations. 

Encapsulation standardises the packaging process of cargo and goods that are 

consolidated/deconsolidated into containers for transportation via the PI. It investigates the bin packing 
algorithm as well as algorithms for 
overcoming its computational complexity. The 
encapsulation service addresses the 
encapsulation of cargo into PI containers of 
various sizes and into PI Movers/Means. It 
offers a generic tool for improving operational 
efficiency and decision making at PI Hubs.  

Networking defines the interconnected infrastructure of available processing, storage and 

transporting facilities (transport services, terminals, distribution centres, warehouses) through which the 
goods will be transported from their origins (manufacturing, distribution and other locations) towards 
their customer(s) locations. The networking service primary function is network discovery, in order to 
provide a standardised and complete representation of the PI for further decision making. Using the 
GPICS as a guideline, an enhanced data structure is proposed breaking down the PI network information 
into static and dynamic data for PI Links, PI Hubs and PI Movers. Furthermore, considering the ICONET 
Living Labs, several network representation approaches are considered focusing at varying network 
aggregations. A guideline for networking service implementation into different contexts is also provided. 

Routing is a process that creates a plan that describes the stage by stage detailed visiting and usage 

of networking nodes and links from origin to destination. The routing service investigates the 
computational complexity and heuristics for improving the solution time for generic and specialised PI 
routing problems. The performance of methods utilising an integration of optimisation and machine 
learning means are discussed in detail, before proposing a PI. 
 
The multiple interconnections of the ICONET services, enable accommodating various types of 
businesses ranging from manufacturers, to logistics operators, and eCommerce into the Physical 
Internet. A complex communications system managed by ICONET Shipping Service was shown to handle 
various types of Use Cases, including: 
 

 the re-routing of shipment when network status has changed 

 the re-assessment of PI Order priority in case of delays 

 the continuous assessment of shipment metrics against PI Order terms, which in case of violation 
can lead to re-evaluation of PI Order through Shipper validation. 
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Queuing theory was discussed for accurately identifying efficient and inefficient routing options, and an 
enhanced PI Link representation was proposed for simplifying and aggregating the PI networks 
operational features. 
Additional analytic components were considered for accommodating industry specific problems, such as 
the lack of fulfilment origin in the case of eCommerce. Additionally, enhanced PI Node data structure 
was proposed to accommodate eCommerce relevant information. All the above processes are impacted 
by the inherent characteristics of transport and logistics which are essentially distributed (in space and in 
time), multi-party, multi-modal and stochastic. 
Information technology can improve many efficiency parameters however it cannot eliminate 
uncertainties and risks that are naturally occurring in transport. PI provides more options to mitigate 
such risks (e.g. by switching to different modes or routes) thus making transportation potentially more 
resilient. The proposed information/data structure enables PI Services to make better and smarter 
operational decision and deliver a more efficient PI. 
Services for tracking and tracing cargo through its PI journey may become more important, as in PI cargo 
may travel through unknown (to the planner) networks. In the project we illustrated the potential of a 
new class of route planners that can plan routes through PI following paths across connected π-hubs. 
These planners go beyond current multimodal transportation planners as the switching of cargo is not 
only between modes but also between routes crossing different transport networks. This allows 
possibilities to exploit synergies for cargo bundling and more efficient and environmentally friendly 
routing. 
An end-to-end framework for solving large scale routing problems was introduced.  
 
A barrier in the development of the services has been the lack of visibility to the sources of stochasticity 
in the logistics supply chain. The gradual improvement of the representation of the ICONET Physical layer 
that captures the location and status of services through sensors and data transfers is expected to offer 
enhanced visibility of supply chain uncertainty, and contribute in overcoming this limitation.  
 
As the PI matures, the core PI services will need to handle more functionality and complexity to 
effectively manage T&L supply chain. Another aspect where further development is anticipated is the 
communication of PI Services with existing sensing and legacy management systems. As the PI grows, 
further extensions and special case modules will be required to become part of the core ICONET services 
to allow for increased availability and openness of the network, without compromising existing business 
operations. This will also encourage the easier expansion of the network with more reliable data and 
increased trust among Supply Chain actors.  
 
To read the full report visit our website 
 https://www.iconetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/D2.5-PI-networking-routing-shipping-and-
encapsulation-layer-algorithms-FINAL.pdf 
 

NOVEMBER EVENTS 
 

On 4th November 2020, ITAINNOVA – one of the ICONET 

partners along with La Fundación Valenciaport, Eurogestión and 

Alice presented case studies to show applications of blockchain 

in the logistics sector in a webinar organised by Logistop 

(Technological platform in logistics and mobility in 

Spain) http://www.logistop.org/ 

To read a full report of the event visit our website 

https://www.iconetproject.eu/logistop-webinar-blockchain-

case-studies-in-the-logistics-sector/ 

https://www.iconetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/D2.5-PI-networking-routing-shipping-and-encapsulation-layer-algorithms-FINAL.pdf
https://www.iconetproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/D2.5-PI-networking-routing-shipping-and-encapsulation-layer-algorithms-FINAL.pdf
http://www.logistop.org/
https://www.iconetproject.eu/logistop-webinar-blockchain-case-studies-in-the-logistics-sector/
https://www.iconetproject.eu/logistop-webinar-blockchain-case-studies-in-the-logistics-sector/
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On 12th November Gerasimos Kouloumbis, Project Director, EU H2020 ICONET Project, participated 
in a workshop with the LEAD: Digital Twins for Urban Logistics 
project to explore the prospects of collaboration and 
investigate the possibility of utilising ICONET’s Simulation 
Models in their work. The long-term vision of LEAD is to design 
an Open Physical Internet-inspired framework for Smart City 
Logistics that incorporates the created Digital Twins, laying the 
foundations for the development of large scale city Digital 
Twins. ICONET shared the Use Cases of its Living Labs, with 
special emphasis on SONAE’s Urban Logistics environment. 
 
 

On 20th November ICONET presented at the IPIC2020 
- the 7th International Physical Internet Conference 
held from November 18th to 20th in China. The 
presentation was titled "A Tested Ecosystem for 
Physical Internet Services – Living Lab - eCommerce 
centric PI network” 
Also one of the ICONET partners Sergio Barbarino 
(Research Fellow - Procter & Gamble Research & 
Development organization presented on 19th November “Barriers, Opportunities/triggers and 
Infrastructural Investments in the Physical Internet” mentioning the work carried out by ICONET. 
 
  

ICONET Partners 

 

For more information please visit our 
website  

www.iconetproject.eu 
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